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Abstract: The global COVID-19 pandemic has had strong impacts on national and international
freight, construction and tourism industry, supply chains, and has resulted in a rapid decline in the
demand for traditional energy sources. In fact, research has outlined that urban areas depend on
global supply chains for their day-to-day basic functions, including energy supplies, food and safe
access to potable water. The disruption of global supply chains can leave many urban areas in a
very vulnerable position, in which their citizens may struggle to obtain their basic supplies, as the
COVID-19 crisis has recently shown. Therefore, solutions aiming to enhance local food, water and
energy production systems, even in urban environments, have to be pursued. The COVID-19 crisis
has also highlighted in the scientific community the problem of people’s exposure to outdoor and
indoor pollution, confirmed as a key element for the increase both in the transmission and severity of
the contagion, on top of involving health risks on their own. In this context, most nations are going to
adopt new preferential policies to stimulate the development of relevant sustainable energy industries,
based on the electrification of the systems supplied by renewable energy sources as confirmed by
the International Energy Agency (IEA). Thus, while there is ongoing research focusing on a COVID
19 vaccine, there is also a need for researchers to work cooperatively on novel strategies for world
economic recovery incorporating renewable energy policy, technology and management. In this
framework, the Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems (SDEWES)
conference provides a good platform for researchers and other experts to exchange their academic
thoughts, promoting the development and improvements on the renewable energy technologies
as well as their role in systems and in the transition towards sustainable energy systems. The 14th
SDEWES Conference was held in Dubrovnik, Croatia. It brought together around 570 researchers
from 55 countries in the field of sustainable development. The present Special Issue of Energies,
specifically dedicated to the 14th SDEWES Conference, focuses on four main fields: energy policy for
sustainable development, biomass energy application, building energy saving, and power plant and
electric systems.
Keywords: sustainable energy; emission reduction; biomass; fuel conversion efficiency; building
energy conservation; electric system
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1. Introduction
Here in 2020, COVID-19 is spreading rapidly all over the world and its impact extends from the
global health system to the world economy, including the energy field [1]. Due to the contraction
and even disruption of trade, the energy market and the situation of traditional energy resources
(oil and natural gas) has been vigorously shocked. Considering energy security [2,3], the exploitation
of renewable energy sources has become more important and imperative for countries that lack
fossil fuels [4]. Meanwhile, environmental protection and emission reduction are gaining increasing
importance around the world [5]. The application of renewable energy sources shows great potential
for emission reduction [6,7], thereby more and more countries are promoting their energy strategy
by shifting from fossil energy to renewable energy. In 2012, the Office of the European Union (EU)
issued an Energy Roadmap [8], providing EU milestones from 2020 to 2050. With the implementation
of relevant measures, CO2 emissions may be reduced by between 80% and 95% in comparison to
the reference level in 1990. On the other hand, according to the Statistical Review of World Energy
published by British Petroleum [9], the contribution by China, India and other Asian countries may
occupy two thirds of the increase in global energy consumption before 2040, thus EU targets do
not suffice and emission reductions in Asia must attract the same attention. Of course, with finite
resources and competing needs, the development of sustainable energy systems should be achieved in
a cost-effective way [10,11].
The 14th conference on Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems
(SDEWES) provides a favorable and efficient platform for academic communications. The papers
introduced in this Special Issue (SI) are mainly cited from articles presented SDEWES conference series,
especially at SDEWES 2019 Conferences. A total of 13 papers out of 511 accepted manuscripts were
selected for publication in this Special Issue of Energies.
The cooperation between Energies and SDEWES since 2017 has already won acclaim from readers
and has generated a greater international influence for both the journal and the conference, which will
be continuously proceeded with greater success [12].
The papers in the present Special Issue can be categorized into four main research fields (Figure 1),
including the energy policy for sustainable development (three papers), biomass energy application
(two papers), building energy saving (four papers), and power plant and electric systems (four papers).
Figure 1. Main research fields.
These papers are all introduced in Section 3. Meanwhile, based on recent advances in technology,
strategy and application of sustainable energy systems, papers presented in prior SDEWES Special
Issues are also reviewed in Section 2. The contents include economic analysis, biomass energy
application, building energy saving, energy storage technology and pollutant emission reduction.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the papers, included in the SDEWES conferences, as a function of the
section and the publication year. Note that more than half of articles were published in the past two
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years. Meanwhile, almost 90% of the cited articles were published between 2015 and 2020. For articles
published in 2017, the average citation number after one-year publishing is about 2–5, which might
reach 4–7 and 6–9 for papers published in 2018 and 2019, respectively. It is indicated that the SDEWES
conference has been highly approved and will continuously use its influence to push forward the
process of sustainable energy development.
Figure 2. Distribution of papers citation number in each section and years distributions.
In the 21st century, fossil fuels are still the primary energy supply, which cover almost 80–85%
of world energy demand. Serious environmental problems have emerged, thus efforts to replace
fossil fuels with sustainable energy have become more imperative. The energy policy for sustainable
development is not conceived as a technical process. However, it can promote application from
socio-technical aspects. Burke and Stephens [13] categorized the applied policies to four socio-technical
transitions. Lee and Min [14] analyzed the effect of firm construction on sustainable energy development
based on manufacturing aspects. Wei et al. [15] predicted that over 4 million jobs related to renewable
energy products will be created when keeping the aggressive sustainable development measures.
Hartwig et al. [16] clarified that a positive impact on renewable energy development can be found
after promoting employment through energy efficiency policy.
On the other hand, the technical developments always show intuitive promotion on energy
conservation and emission reduction systems. Biomass energy application has shown great importance
in the energy sector for green development. Bert et al. [17] developed a patented reactor using
metal-enriched poplar biomass from contaminated soil. Vicente and Alves [18] reported various types
of stoves and boilers for different types of biomass sources. Aghaalikhani et al. [19] first proposed the
gasification process of plant-assisted bioremediation biomass and analyzed the impact after poplar
biomass was contaminated. Soltero et al. [20] highlighted that the heat loss, heat storage and energy
sources integration have become the key concerns, which are very challenging and should be focused
by researches.
In the building environment, the energy utilization efficiency is limited and a high energy saving
potential exists. Mazzarella [21] discussed various typical energy-saving measures for different levels of
building applications. Ferrari and Riva [22] studied and evaluated the utilization of a vapor barrier on
the inner side of an envelope, which can help for warming insulation. Blázquez et al. [23] investigated
different ventilation system scenarios and developed an energy-saving criterion considering the thermal
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comfort and energy efficiency. Salem et al. [24] suggested replacing existing double-glazed windows
with triple-glazed ones, which can notably reduce the heat loss of UK hotel buildings.
Usually, the variation of renewable energy sources in time, e.g., solar and wind, impedes their
efficient utilization, and thereby strongly impact the supply fluctuation in power plant and electric
systems. Hence, the energy storage system has been regarded as the most promising candidate solution
to bridge the mismatch between the energy supply and demand. Hast et al. [25] studied the application
of thermal energy storage apparatus in a direct heating system, which can produce much more
renewable electricity as well as reduce the impact of the fluctuation of the electricity supply. Xu and
Wang [26] built a single-stage thermal storage cycle, composed of charging and cooling subsystems.
The system could improve the concentration glide at fixed operating temperature. Xu et al. [27]
proposed the basic structure of multi-microgrid systems and studied the interactions between sub-grids
and main grids. Lund et al. [28] introduced and emphasized the development of smart energy systems,
including an individual energy sector and coupling sectors between electrification and storage.
2. Background
The papers published in pre-2019 SDEWES Special Issues are introduced in this section. With
the consideration of the recent advances in technology, strategy and application of sustainable
energy systems, papers in five fields are reviewed in this section—economic analysis, biomass energy
application, building energy saving, energy storage technology and emission reduction.
2.1. Energy Policy for Sustainable Development
Since global warming became a main agenda-setting issue, much effort has been made with
studies on efficient utilization and transition away from the utilization of fossil energy sources [29].
In recent decades, the strategy of maintaining a single energy supply pattern has been developed into a
comprehensive strategy with multiple strategic goals and interactions [30]. Current economic policies
and technology applied in Korea [31], Malaysia [32], Ghana [33] and China [34] were investigated.
Usually, the investment cost of the transition from the traditional energy-dependent strategy to a
renewable one should be carefully evaluated, and the economic feasibility is highly determined by
raw materials, output quantity and output price [35]. Hence, appropriate policies were employed to
incentivize the shift to a more sustainable society, with a low cost, more stability and a widespread
market [36]. Valino et al. [37] investigated the economic impacts after changing the energy supply
from relying on traditional energy resources to renewable ones. They noted that the risk aversion
strategy should be introduced in the medium-to-long-term investment, which might lower the impact
of uncertainty. The economic analysis aims to study the feasibility of strategy adjustment and
upgrade in relevant energy industries, involving many fields, e.g., coal-fired efficiency [38], heat
recovery and storage [39], battery storage [40], CO2 capture [41], electricity supply with renewable
energy promotion [42], drying process [43], HVAC (heating ventilation and air conditioning) [44], etc.
Meanwhile, the process of energy production [45] and transmission [46] as well as the negative effects
on the environment such as pollutant emission [47] and the greenhouse effect [48] should be considered.
Roefs et al. [41] proposed an economic model in the CO2-enhanced oil recovery process.
The environmental economic trade-off analysis was introduced, which is capable of estimating
the global warming potential (GWP) of various CO2 capture scenarios. The results show that the GWP
may reach 11 MtCO2 equivalents during 10 years of oil and electricity production, which might be
significantly decreased to 3.4 MtCO2 for 15 years after applying the CO2 capture and storage system.
This means that, while storing CO2 in the depleted reservoirs, the GWP might be six times lower over
the same period. The net present value (NPV) analysis showed that a profitable business to capture
CO2 in the enhanced oil recovery industry can be reached when maintaining a low CO2 price (not
higher than 15 EUR/t) and high oil price (not lower than 115 EUR/t) on the market. On the other hand,
the cost might accordingly rise after applying CO2 capture and storage systems. Yet the NPV still
has benefits and the global warming potential could be pronouncedly reduced. Wiesberg et al. [49]
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also mentioned that carbon capture and storage pose a great economic penalty to power generation.
It was suggested that authorities should support the shared investments of CO2 capture installations.
With the development of economic mechanisms, both oil producers and large CO2-emitting firms
could be mandated in depleted oil fields. The economic analysis was also applied to plastic pollution
reduction, which has become a global issue. The pyrolysis recycling technology for mixed plastic
waste has gradually grown and becomes mature in recent decades, and is regarded as a promising type
of thermochemical recycling method. Larrain et al. [50] demonstrated the discrepancy of pyrolysis
technology with closed-loop and open-loop schemes from the point of view of economic performance.
A probabilistic study was adopted to approach the most important variables. It was found that
open-loop pyrolysis shows superior economic value in comparison to closed-loop recycling because of
its high prices of wax compared to naphtha. Yet a high dispersion emerged because of the volatility
of the prices of crude oil and its derivates. When assuming that oil prices could be reduced with
decarbonized electricity, the probability of a positive NPV reduced from 98% to 57%. In contrast,
for closed-loop recycling, the NPV reduced from 57% to less than 8%. These results suggest that the
transition to a circular economy can be achieved when the security of the value chain is introduced as
part of policy incentives. Meanwhile, the attractiveness of the recovery alternatives would be raised
while the provision of plastic feedstock for pyrolysis companies can be promised. The confidence of
investors towards this type of technology might be increased if the recycled products market can be
separated from the oil market.
In remote areas and relatively isolated environments, the development of sustainable energy
paradigms is more and more important, where fossil fuels are more expensive due to the high cost of
transportation and storage. In the meantime, renewable energy, having abundant resource availability,
is highly competitive and holds a large potential for development. Bertheau [51] presented an energy
system modelling to non-electrified islands in the Philippines from the perspective of technological
and economical aspects. Simulations were proposed with all renewable energy systems by combining
solar power, wind power and battery storage systems. It was found that the best cost-optimal system
configuration should include solar power combined with battery storage, while wind power acts as
a supplementary energy source. Since huge upfront investments were required, supportive policies
should be addressed by policy makers and financing institutions in order to provide lower interest rates
and lower revenue expectations. Hence, a lower capital cost can be achieved for wider deployment
of renewable energy systems. Economic analysis has been also widely used for the development of
energy-efficient buildings. Picallo-Perez et al. [52] proposed a dynamic thermo-economic analysis
methodology for building energy systems. They noticed that the cost fractions is strongly related
to capital investment. Meanwhile, the efficiency of air-conditioning systems was investigated by
using a thermo-economic method, aiming to give support for decision makers from the technical side.
The market price of components, total energy inputs as well as the CO2 emissions were preliminarily
defined from the assessment of exergoeconomic and exergoenvironmental costs. Then, the trend of
monthly cost was analyzed. The examined case indicated that the final outputs of the plants can be
attributed to the fan-coils in the air-conditioning systems who suggested the highest monetary value in
a school building. Conversely, components of the chiller, the cooling coil and the heat recovery unit
have the highest environmental impacts on the greenhouse gas emissions.
In addition to humanity’s own production and habitation processes, the scarcity of transport
infrastructure has become a urgent issue, especially for urbanized cities with the development of
transportation. An environmentally sustainable, economically viable and efficient traffic network was
expected to be developed by transport operators and planners with the purpose of traffic pressure relief.
A soft traffic management (STM) strategy was proposed by Kuang et al. [53], which can proactively
analyze the traffic impact of transport planning measure. The effectiveness after implementing STM
for reducing the greenhouse gas pollution was studied following a pilot research project in Logan City,
Australia. By employing a multi-stage analysis and a stakeholder-based modelling procedure, it was
indicated that the traffic congestion can be significantly relieved by introducing an extended busway.
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In addition, the proposed STM strategy also shows great promotion of environmental protection and
efficiency improvement of the whole transport system.
2.2. Biomass Energy Application
Biomass energy comes directly or indirectly from the photosynthesis of green plants and it is
stored in biomass carriers such as crops [54], plants [55], vegetation [56], waste frost [57] and wood [58],
spent coffee grounds [59], Scenedesmus [60] and microalgae [61], etc., in the form of chemical energy.
The energy stored in biomass is abundant, which is eligible to be converted into biosolid [62], bio-oil [63]
and biogas [64] fuels or directly co-firing with conventional fuels (e.g., coal [65]). The utilization of
biomass energy has made great progress in developed countries, considering the management and
production costs [66]. Meanwhile, the application of biomass energy has become more favorable in the
energy sector in developing countries for achieving sustainable development [67]. The application
situation and the development potential of biomass energy in Italy [68], Croatia [69], Japan [70]
and China [71] were studied. Kilkis [72] proposed a sustainable innovation index to compare the
development ability of countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa, Turkey and Singapore).
The index could align priorities according to the feasibility of renewable systems for sustainable
development. The authors noted that Singapore obtained the highest evaluation score and South
Africa obtained the lowest score among the emerging and innovative economies.
The biomass production efficiency and environmental standards in existing technologies are
the main limitative factors for the development of renewable energy [73]. Meanwhile, the operating
cost is another concern that prevents the development from becoming more economically viable [74].
For achieving an optimal and long-term sustainable biomass technique, Vukasinovic et al. [75]
developed an analytical methodology in which the interaction between mathematical optimization and
back-casting approach was considered. A long-term planning process was evaluated by considering a
large number of factors such as the raw material required, planning and resource management, supply
chains, and corresponding conversion facilities. A case study for maximizing the utilization of forest
residues was presented for one municipality in Serbia. Necessary changes have been defined and the
optimal amounts of biomass as well as the most suitable method for its utilization were identified
under current operating conditions. As a result, the frequency of its utilization was minimized and
the distribution of the capacity of the installed power plant was improved to fulfill the heating load
regionally. Ancona et al. [76] presented a comprehensive investigation of the contaminants and the
energy consumption yielded in a plant-assisted bioremediation (PABR) biomass gasification process.
Since contaminants accumulating in the roots are compounded by negligible tree trunks and branches,
pruning residues was suggested in the gasification process in order to prevent additional contaminant
emission. It was also found that calcium in the soil as well as that in the biomass always shows a
moderate catalytic effect on the tar cracking improvement. Caputo et al. [77] evaluated the technical
features and the thermal performance of a district heating plant with biomass energy, which were
fueled by wooden chips. A database was developed and compiled for comparing the technical
features of different technologies, considering the energy, environmental and economic performance.
The advantages of exploiting a programmable and suitable biomass source were concluded with the
consideration of climate change, environmental protection, and the reduction and saving of fossil fuels.
On the other hand, some active ingredients in wasted burning products, such as potassium salts and
silica, are applicable in agriculture industry. Additionally, potassium salt might also be extracted from
ashes, which displays important gaseous salt species during biomass combustion. Wang et al. [78]
developed a multi-step extraction method in a high-temperature environment, whereby available
salt can be obtained from straw and woody biomass ashes. It was found that potassium always
exists in two forms in extractive products, namely potassium chlorides and sulfates. In addition,
the results show that cotton straw ashes have a much higher initial extraction ratio in comparison to
the wheat straw ashes and sawdust ashes. The method suggested a more feasible utilization option for
biomass solid wastes. As the bulk density of the material increases, a higher conversion efficiency
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can be achieved [79]. Additionally, the high deposition and corrosion risk were also observed when
straws/wood are used as input material for boilers.
Since replacing fossil fuels by biofuels has become an irresistible trend, indirect greenhouse gas
emissions produced by biofuels and other sustainable energy sources were also a big concern—for
example, the land-use change, carbon leakage and biomass transportation [80]. Research indicated that
the above indirect factors were capable of reversely raising the CO2 emissions, even totally offsetting
the benefits of CO2 sequestration from the utilization of biofuels. Ko et al. [81] presented an example of
biofuel production by using agricultural residues in the Great Mekong Subregion. The carbon balance
with different bioenergy production scenarios was calculated, and the results show that significant
amounts of CO2 were generated when improper techniques were applied for waste management, such
as open-ground burning and onsite dumping. Research also revealed that the conversion of the biomass
to biogas or bioethanol production and the application of the co-combustion technique with biomass
residues can maintain about 98,161 to 488 teragrams of CO2, respectively, hence a pronounced reduction
can be obtained. In the meantime, the saving techniques will not only alleviate the environmental
impact of anthropogenic activities, but also provide good reliability without jeopardizing food security.
Usually, deposits from biomass combustion contain plenty of soot or char [82]. The properties
of soot and char may differ from particles with elemental carbon, organic carbon and other organic
compounds. Ruzickova et al. [83] tested the deposits generated by the combustion of hardwood
briquettes in boilers. The authors found that the char from emissions of boilers contains alkanes and
cycloalkanes, nitriles, carboxyl acids, anhydro-saccharides, phytosterols and PAHs by approximately
80%, 80%, 50%, 230% and 180%, respectively. Wang et al. [84] further studied the high-temperature
soot formation mechanism with the synergistic effect of biomass and polyurethane co-pyrolysis.
A fixed-bed reactor was implemented where individual pyrolysis of plastic (polyurethane) with
biomass (wheat straw and wood) and co-pyrolysis of polyurethane with biomass were respectively
measured. The results indicate that the co-pyrolysis method of plastic with biomass might produce
biochar. The release of volatile compounds was effectively restrained and the soot formation was
consequently deteriorated. When co-pyrolysis of wood and polyurethane is applied, the deterioration
might become more severe. By raising the pyrolysis temperature, the influence of the synergistic effect
on the soot formation might be further weakened. Nonetheless, the increase in biomass addition ratio
for co-pyrolysis might result in a smaller diameter range of soot particle size.
2.3. Building Energy Saving
The processes of building material production, building construction and structure utilization
consume plenty of energy [85]. Meanwhile, it was clarified that the operating energy costs are several
orders of magnitude higher than those of construction when considering the lifespan of a building [86].
In order to achieve a higher building efficiency, a complex system should be designed considering the
HAVC system [87], building envelope and appearance [88], electric system [89], energy harvesting
apparatus [90], intelligent control of system operation and occupant activities [91], aiming to provide
occupants with a comfortable and safe environment.
Since the modelling of actual energy profiles of buildings at the district level is unpractical,
Ferrari et al. [92] accomplished a review of 70 studies in the scientific literature and defined a set of
criteria, aiming to classify the contributions with the consideration of the energy demand and sources.
The proposed criteria were applicable for stakeholders who are responsible for community energy
planning and energy simulations of building stocks. The demand of building energy with different
desired levels could be accurately accessed. Meanwhile, the research also demonstrated that the
dataset availability mainly constrains the replicability of analyzed methods. Basically, the reduction
in energy consumption and environment pollution during construction as well as the energy-saving
measures after establishment are the main concerns for designing energy-efficient buildings [93].
Efforts for improving the energy efficiency of a building’s full lifecycle have been targeted in two
main directions: one is the upgrade of envelope elements (e.g., façade [94], windows [95], roofs [96],
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etc.), and the other is the improvement of applied facilities (e.g., heating, cooling [97], ventilation [98]
and lighting [99]). The building envelope, which is another responsible architectural component of
energy-saving efficiency in buildings, may also significantly impact their thermal comfort [100] and
energy balance [101]. Krstic-Furundzic et al. [102] presented the estimation of energy performances of
an office building in Belgrade’s climate conditions. The proposed assessment scenarios included the
consideration of energy demands and actual consumption for heating and cooling by implementing
different shading devices. As a result, the contributions of various alternative shading strategies for the
reduction in total energy demand and environmental pollution were specified. The proposed model
proved to be applicable for new building design as well as the renovation of existing office buildings in
places that possess similar climatic conditions to Belgrade. The roof is another main part that affects the
building’s energy performance. The choice of roof materials and the implementation of appropriate
energy-saving technologies may pronouncedly affect the thermal performance of buildings [103].
Ramos and Aires [104] built a small-scale prototype of a dwelling house and experimentally studied
its thermal environment. The influence of natural ventilation of a roof cavity under Mediterranean
summer conditions was analyzed. The result shows that the daily fluctuations of indoor air temperature
are attenuated, performing a favorable thermal time delay when implementing a ventilated roof and
insulated panels. Moreover, it is validated that the natural ventilation constituted by a passive system
indicates a crucial effect on the reduction in the temperature at the air-gap surfaces, suggesting a
pronounced reduction in convective heat transfer to the roof attic.
The cooling demand and risk of overheating might be significantly reduced when efficient
household appliances and the appropriate control measures were adopted. The historic buildings
were barely considered in most energy-saving policies because the requirement for preservation is
extremely rigorous and the feasible techniques for historic building dissemination is insufficient [105].
Tettey and Gustavsson [106] analyzed the energy renovation in a Swedish multi-story residential
building in the 1970s. The energy savings and overheating risk were estimated under annual climate
change. A variety of measures were considered to reduce cooling demand and overheating risk,
including the application of an overheating control strategy, installation of energy-efficient windows
and doors, and the utilization of ventilation with heat recovery systems. It was verified that the above
technologies can give significant improvement on final and initial energy saving. When assuming
that all measures were applied with the accumulation under current and future predicted climate
scenarios, the energy consumption for space warming could be reduced by 58% and 54%, respectively.
Bottino-Leone et al. [107] developed a novel evaluation method for holistic buildings, which can
perfectly retain the facades’ integrity with the improvement in the envelopes’ thermal transmittance.
The hygrothermal risks were investigated through numerical simulation. Then, an energy assessment
was presented after the evaluation of environmental impact and life-cycle energy consumption.
The results indicate that initial environmental impact might reach the lowest level while material-based
plants are utilized. In addition, retrofit interventions illustrated important implications to reduce
the overall environmental impact associated with historic buildings. It was concluded that a design
solution with the lowest environmental impact would be developed by choosing a proper indicator for
historic buildings.
Occupant behavior is also a key variable which may noticeably affect the energy performance of
buildings. When predicting energy performance and renewable exploitation in an actual building,
the discrepancy of conventional models might reach up to 20% due to unforeseeable human behavior.
Piselli and Pisello [108] monitored an office building, considering the real occupancy and peer occupants
for 2 years. The neural response tests were adopted, and then a data-driven occupancy model was
developed based on the collected data. The data-driven occupancy scenarios were trained via actual
operating conditions in the real offices, which showed a more realistic trend of occupants’ daily
attitudes. Nevertheless, discrepancies still existed and a more generally representative model for
predicting occupant behavior will be further developed through a human-centered design.
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2.4. Power Plant and Electric Systems
Despite the harmful impact on Earth’s environment and human health, the combustion of
fossil fuels dominates the position in the future electricity generation due to their abundance and
corresponding low price [109]. In the exhaust gas, high concentrations of particulate matter are seen
characterized when incomplete combustion occurs in engines [110]. Meanwhile, nitrogen oxides and
carbon dioxide are the main contributors to the negative impact on the environment [111], which
are generated in irregular and irresponsible agricultural practices [112], electricity generation [113],
and transportation [114]. Researchers focused on the combustion processes of conventional solid and
liquid fuels with inorganic or biomass additive to reduce pollutant emission [115]. Another effective
method for achieving pollutant emission reduction is the application of CO2 carbon management
technologies, including CO2 capture and storage, which is a competitive solution to mitigate global
warming [116].
Interlenghi et al. [117] studied a large-scale offshore natural gas-fired power plant with high
carbon dioxide content. The implementation of a supersonic separator was proposed to reduce
CO2 emissions in the case of the expensive cost of carbon capture in the post-combustion process.
For reducing the environmental pollution, the European Union allows the use of biofuel blending with
conventional fuel for the internal combustion engines. Petranovic et al. [118] proposed a numerical
model for pollutant prediction against experimental data. An average reduction in NO emissions
might reach approximately 8%. Vujanovic et al. [119] also developed a coupled Eulerian–Eulerian
and Eulerian–Lagrangian method to describe spray, combustion and pollutant formation processes.
It was observed that the prediction of temperature and pressure distributions, energy conversion
efficiency and the total emission amount agreed with the experimental data very well. Chen et al. [120]
investigated the combustion characteristics and exhaust emissions of a four-stroke single-cylinder
diesel engine. Nanoparticles were blended with conventional diesel fuels, resulting in a significant
reduction in brake-specific fuel consumption by up to 19.8%. It was noticed that silicon oxide
blends always displayed lower brake specific fuel consumption, lower carbon monoxide emissions
and higher combustion pressure in comparison to aluminum oxide blends, suggesting much better
results. Meanwhile, due to the significant improvement in NO emissions, the carbon nanotube was
regarded as a potential additive after the issue of combustion stability was resolved. The preparation
method might significantly affect the biomass particle size distribution, thereby impacting the overall
combustion performance in a suspension-firing plant. Pyrolysis is also an efficient way to transform
solid wastes into fuels. Then, renewable fuels can be used for internal combustion engines, showing an
environmentally friendly economy. Vihar et al. [121] provided an in-depth quantitative measurement
of the particulate emissions of the tire pyrolysis oil. The results show that diesel fuel produced by a tire
pyrolysis process can pronouncedly reduce the soot emission by half, leading to a lower polyaromatic
hydrocarbons content of tire pyrolysis oil. The discrepancies between soot emission and particulate
matter emissions were identified via unique measurement technology. Yin [122] presented various
biomass preparation methods for suspension-firing and reviewed the development and processes
based on critical issues. When more low-grade biomass additives were utilized, more dedicated
pretreatments such as the torrefaction process and pelletization were required in order to upgrade
the feedstock quality. In addition, Somogyi et al. [123] found that effective heat reclamation shows
positive promotion of the pollution removal. They analyzed a small Hungarian wastewater treatment
plant and implemented some facilities to raise the temperature in the aerated tank by 6 ◦C. As a result,
the removal efficiency of ammonium could be improved by 61%, indicating that the heat recovery
strategy not only promotes energy saving, but also mitigates nutrient pollution.
CO2 emissions mostly correspond to energy generation, conversion, transmission and utilization.
Bonaventura et al. [116] reviewed main CO2 capture and sequestration systems, aiming to achieve a
near-zero CO2 emission power plant after the integration with renewables. It was found that the dry
carbonate process possesses enormous advantages in comparison with other technologies in which
a relatively low temperature (<200 ◦C) is required for sorbent regeneration. Thus, it was proved
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that solar thermal power is eligible to assist NaHCO3 decarbonation. In the dry carbonate system,
Na2CO3 might be converted to NaHCO3 after reacting with water steam and CO2, then Na2CO3
might be regenerated after condensation process, yielding a gaseous product containing H2O and
CO2. It was estimated that the cost of CO2 capture ranges from 0.095 to 0.112 EUR/kW compared to
0.087 EUR/kW of electricity generation in the original plant. It was observed that there is still room for
technology improvement on the dry carbonation process, indicating that additional cost saving could
be expectedly achieved. Puksec et al. [124] studied the future energy demand and corresponding GHG
emissions in Croatia and appropriate energy saving measures were implemented. When assuming that
the implemented policies were well executed, the predicted final energy demand in 2030 might reach a
level 43% lower than that projected by the Croatian National Energy Strategy. Meanwhile, the energy
demand and the maximum GHG emission savings in 2050 could be lowered by about 16% and 60%,
respectively, compared to that in 2010. Schneider et al. [125] quantitively evaluated the amount of
recovered energy from municipal solid waste in Croatia. Effective measures, including electricity
generation from landfill gas, utilization of refuse-derived fuel, solid-waste incinerations with thermal
and mechanical-biological treatment, were proposed, whereby substantial GHG emission savings
could be achieved. It was predicted that the CO2 emissions can be reduced by about 1 million tons in
2020, equating about 2.7% of the Croatian projected GHG emissions. Meanwhile, the energy recovered
from solid waste may reach 8.3 PJ in 2020. The equivalent value is about 3% of the total final energy
consumption of Croatia in 2008. Gladysz and Ziebik [126] proposed a lifecycle assessment strategy
based on the thermo-ecological cost in an integrated oxy-fuel combustion power plant combined
with CO2 capture, storage and transport processes. The authors noted that the thermo-ecological
cost of an analyzed coal-fired power plant in Poland might rise about 22% after applying a carbon
capture and storage system with near-zero emission. It was proved that the operation cost reaches over
99.5%, showing a dominant proportion. In contrast, the construction, repair and decommissioning
phases of infrastructure for CO2 transport and storage could be ignored. Nawi et al. [127] presented
a systematic technique via a graphical visualization tool for developing cost-effective CO2 emission
reduction strategies in industries. An approach in the palm oil refinery was identified where the
CO2 emissions were reduced by 31.2% after implementing the systematic technology. An initial
investment of USD 38,212 was required, with a payback period of 10 months based on the present
energy prices in Malaysia. Fan et al. [128] revealed that the greenhouse gas and air pollutants were not
simultaneously evaluated, thereby the interaction between different pollutants was not adequately
considered. With the purposes of optimizing the carbon management strategy, they developed a
graphical decision-support method which can determine the most economical pathway for biomass
resources utilization [129]. The strategy was also adapted to environmental footprints and processes
of other non-GHG emissions. Meanwhile, the indirect and secondary impacts were considered in
the analysis considering the data uncertainties. The results indicate that pyrolysis of biomass always
represents a preferable choice in terms of its emission-cost performance, unless soil could be amended
by the biochar. It was also suggested that pyrolysis optimized for biochar production has priority for
France and Denmark. Meanwhile, pyrolysis optimized for energy production is preferred for Japan.
It was also observed that the graphical nature of the method is capable of facilitating communication
between final decision-makers and experts.
The match scope of energy supply and demand is a big concern for creating practical planning
strategies and policies at a sectorial level [130]. Basically, renewable energy (e.g., solar and wind) might
fluctuate in winter and summer as well as during the day and night. Therefore, in order to mitigate the
effects of intermittency, suitable energy storage systems are needed and the feasibility of energy storage
systems is expected to become increasingly important in the near future due to the wider application
of renewable energy and power quality [131]. Energy storage systems can be categorized into three
species based on energy forms, district heating storage in thermal systems [132], electric energy storage
in micro grid systems [133] and chemical energy storage for costless transport [134]. It was found
that the hydrogen storage was widely utilized in regions with high wind power supply. In Europe,
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the electric storage with batteries, currently, is much preferable [135]. Moster et al. [136] introduced the
utilization of innovative energy storage technologies, including thermal energy storage systems with
compressed fluid, power-to-heat-to-power storage systems, and reversible storage systems by solid
oxide fuel cells.
Jin et al. [137] developed a real-time dynamic simulator for a power plant with a maximum
capacity of 500 MW. The operation characteristics of the frequency control system was investigated
during a breakdown process, and a high-capacity energy storage system was applied to minimize
the fluctuation of the power grid. Luburic et al. [138] examined the importance of the energy storage
process for raising the power system adequacy and security in Croatian power system. The installation
of energy storage system can preserve the system within its operating limits, provide enough time for
the grid redispatch and relieve the overloaded lines when a contingency occurs. The simulation results
show that the construction of a new transmission line is the best solution for preventing blackouts on
the Istrian peninsula in the power plant. However, it might be a lengthy project and the project would
get stuck due to steep terrain or legal issues. An alternative option was the installation of battery
storage system, which would provide a more secure provisional operation until the new transmission
line was scheduled and constructed. For minimizing the annual operational cost for a modal residential
consumer in Belgian, Milis et al. [139] established various household microgrid configurations with
variable electricity prices and tariff schemes. Management and determination insights for policy
makers were provided based on the results of different simulated system configurations, including a
power grid without battery storage systems, a power grid with battery storage only, and that with
battery storage and decentralized renewable energy production with photovoltaic (PV) panels. It was
indicated that the capacity block pricing strategy could only certainly incentivize the utilization of
battery storage system as one imperative part for PV installation. In addition, the combination of
real-time pricing and capacity block pricing policies would pronouncedly promote the adoption of
battery storage. In the electric vehicle market, the electric storage capability and its high investment
cost is the bottleneck that limits the development of electrical vehicles [140]. Calise et al. [141] presented
a thermo-economic analysis for combining electric energy storage (EES) system and photovoltaic
energy considering the environmental impact, which suggests a novel sustainable mobility goal. After
introducing EES systems with lead-acid and lithium-ion battery schemes, the amount of electrical
energy transported from the public grid is reduced by 12% and 19%, respectively. The corresponding
CO2 emissions reduction might reach about 67–72%.
Researchers pointed out that the electric storage compactness shows a crucial effect on commercial
applications and the technology might become much more profitable after a notable reduction in the
investment cost [142]. On the other hand, not only the high cost, but also a serious safety issue has been
raised over the application of large-scale energy storage in batteries [143]. Thermochemical energy
storage can offer a low pressure and low seasonal energy requirement at high energy densities [144].
It was predicted that thermal energy storage and hydrogen storage may develop rapidly and have the
most promising applications in the future [145]. Dominkovic and Krajacic [146] built an integrated
model to optimize the share of district energy supply versus individual cooling and reduce the
operating costs in energy systems with and without proper energy storage solutions in Singapore.
Different types of optimal PV configurations with virous large-scale energy storages were detected,
and the results reveal that the share of district cooling with 30% showed the optimal efficiency. Bohm
and Lindorfer [147] examined the economic applicability of thermochemical materials applied for heat
storage in district heating systems. The district heating grid for supply, the charging location of the
energy sources and the corresponding transfer distance indicated major influence on the selection
of suitable thermochemical storage (TCS) materials. The authors noted that hydration-based TCS
materials (hydrates and hydroxides) are preferable if the costs for material transport and the water
vapor supply are ignored. Metallic TCS materials were more suitable for cases with greater spatial
distance between the energy source and the grid system due to their high storage densities. The study
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also provided promising pre-selection criteria of relevant TCS materials with applications in district
heating systems.
The energy storage via chemical substances and compressed combustible gases is also crucial [148].
Pospisil et al. [149] evaluated the economic efficiency of liquefied natural gas (LNG) for the direct and
indirect storage of cold energy. Existing data indicated that the involved technologies may seriously
affect the overall efficiency of LNG systems for operative energy storage. The liquefaction process
is capable of removing most of the impurities contained in natural gas, thereby cleaner fuel and
significant volume reduction can be reached. Considering the boil-off effect and energy consumption
by compressors, the transport of LNG by specialized carriers is more energy efficient compared to that
of compressed natural gas transported by gas pipelines. When transporting flexible energy over long
distances, LNG is preferable to be employed as an energy storage medium with the combination of
efficient liquefaction technology for energy charging and regasification technology for energy recovery.
Carneiro et al. [150] presented the principle for first screening of potential energy storage sites based
on geological and regional assessments in Portugal. It was proposed that the adequate geological
distribution with porous rocks, salt formations and igneous host rocks is the best location that could be
regarded as a candidate reservoir for storing hydrogen, methane, compressed air, etc. Since natural
gas storage in salt formations has been carried out for decades, the energy storage would indicate
strong reliability and demonstrate high social acceptance. Moreover, porous media aquifers located
at the Lusitanian basin on the western coast of Portugal were also identified as potential reservoirs.
The Sines industrial cluster in southwest of Portugal was considered as another capable target area
with the existence of a host rock with proven containment capacity.
3. Research Topics Represented in this Special Issue
A total of 13 papers from 14th SDEWES Conferences were selected for this special issue. The main
ideas and conclusions of these papers are briefly reviewed in the following subsections.
3.1. Energy Policy for Sustainable Development
Wagner et al. [151] analyzed sustainable business models to be implemented for the long-term
survival of companies in the framework of the energy transition. In particular, they focused on the
changes in the electricity sector regime in Germany (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Electricity sector in Germany. Reproduced from [151], Energies: 2020.
As for the majority of the EU countries, this sector, during the past few decades, has mainly been
monopolistic or oligopolistic, dominated by four main companies. Only after 2015 did the market
share of these four companies decrease below 50 %, due to the liberalization of the energy markets.
With the gradual improvement of humans’ awareness for environmental protection, sustainable and
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renewable energies are becoming increasingly competitive, and have shown great growth recently in
order to achieve national economic and climate targets. Generally, economic development indicates
greater energy requirement; however, conventional electricity generation declined from 501 to 437 TWh
from 2009 to 2017 because of the strategic mistakes of Germany’s Big4 companies in the past who
are experiencing an economic crisis in these sectors. In addition, the energy transition in Germany
dramatically affected the structure of the energy market, changing the core business of the companies
and their self-image. It was predicted that the earnings contribution will be considerably lower, and the
trend will continuously drop with the energy transition progresses. The multi-level perspective (MLP)
was proposed to analyze the electricity market over the past 50 years. It was proved that the MLP is an
applicable and effective tool for structuring the external impacting factors on business models over
time. As the climate targets of emissions should be reduced by 80–95% in 2050 in comparison to that in
1990, the prevailing principles were not adequate enough or were too isolated to provide sufficient
demand for a rapid change in the electricity sector regime. Thus, profitable business models as well as
new sustainable business strategies become imperative to reverse the current situations. Against this
background, a proposal for the evaluation of sustainable business models was developed. Authors
also provided five potential business examples and investigated their feasibility, including the rollout
of public infrastructure for e-mobility, supply of system solutions, dynamic pricing for electricity
utilization, digitalization from the demand side and digitalization from the supply side. In addition,
five criteria were also defined in order to evaluate the feasibility of these business models. These
criteria are: climate targets, client acceptance, low costs, fast implementation, and competitiveness.
The MLP approach was used to identify the factors that facilitated the fall of the four main companies.
It showed that start-ups have to develop novel business ideas for contesting with big companies.
The e-mobility example suggested that changes in the electricity sectors allow companies from other
fields of enterprise (e.g., transport), which can offer serious competition. Such new competitors,
usually, were well-funded, which is different from most start-ups who have enormous demand for
investment to form capital-intensive assets. Meanwhile, the example with digitalization from both the
demand side and the supply side suggested that electricity consumers have long-term relationships
with electricity companies who can benefit from their traditional activities. Innovative solutions could
be implemented via a premium on electricity tariffs. As the result, customers barely need to undertake
the prepayment for electricity consumption.
As is well known, most countries do not have rich and adequate energy resources. Their energy
consumption is constantly rising and makes geopolitical and international relations even more complex.
The existed tensions include the varying intensity, the introduction of sanctions and armed conflicts.
The analysis for a specific area may be extremely complex, due to the plurality of influencing factors
and due to large ambiguities. For achieving energy security, a number of countries are developing
dynamic energy policies with the combination with other applicable and suitable policies. Decisions
were made with different approaches by progressing from subjective assessment to multi-attribute
decision making. These decisions are based on both reliable and measurable variables and on a
number of alterable and questionable variables. Therefore, it is urgent to develop a more reliable
and robust decision-making tool, especially for the energy sector. Presently, no clearly established
procedure or methodology is available in this field. In this framework, Podbregar et al. [152] analyzed
model settings of the International Energy Security Risk Index which was developed by the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce. This index is representative of the most reliable and complex approach
available in this field. This approach simultaneously takes into account a plurality of different variables,
including technical, environmental and economic factors to evaluate and forecast the energy security.
An example was enumerated with a set of 29 input variables, and 25 OECD (Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development) member countries were considered for the period of 1980 to 2016.
This index is based on the evaluation of 29 indicators, ranging from transportation sector to the fuel
costs and availability. Methodologies with stepwise regression, Promax oblique rotation and principal
component analysis were adopted by the authors. The results based on basic stepwise regression
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indicate that the two common variables involving the crude oil prices and global coal reserves can only
explain 90% of the variance of the index. It was also predicted that, when the variance of the index was
explained by 100%, the Global Coal Reserves variable would completely lose its significance due to the
contained effect of other variables. In other words, the applied variables had complex interactions
which make them impossible to analyze independently. In addition, the analysis also illustrated that
a total of twelve variables (including World Oil Refinery Usage, Energy Consumption per Capita,
GDP per Capita, Transport Energy per Capita, CO2 per Capita, Energy Intensity, Petroleum Intensity,
Transport Energy Intensity, CO2 GDP Intensity, Electricity Diversity, Non-Carbon Generation and CO2
Emissions Trend) play an important role. However, other variables involving GDP and GDP-related
variables as well as variables related to transportation, environmental and electricity issues would
describe a satisfactory degree of grouping. Hence, a revision of the International Energy Security Risk
Index was imperative and highly recommended, thereby the variables without any contribution can be
removed for achieving a higher precision. It was concluded that the main advantage of the revised
index is with respect to the fact that variables are categorized within different generality levels and the
interactions should be considered.
On the other hand, scientific studies are important for constructing a sustainable society; however,
a study performed in a top-down manner with Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) has not been
devised and conducted. Researchers are crucial for achieving important advancements in several
sectors. As an example, the development of a new sustainable energy paradigm is mainly based
on the new developments performed by scientific research. To understand the bottom-up research
activities, Asatani et al. [153] developed a citation network analysis and natural language processing
methodology. More than 300,000 publications related to sustainability were involved. They used
the terms “sustainability” and “sustainable” as keywords in their research. They found more than
0.5 million papers and they also observed that the number of publications has rapidly increased in
the past few years. The methodology returned 312,584 academic papers which were classified using
163 clusters. The authors focused on 23 clusters, including more than 1000 papers. It was suggested
that diverse and dynamic changes in sustainability science have occurred over the last few years.
Significant correspondence between the sustainability research subjects and SDGs were diagramed
after examining the relationship between them. The authors noted that SDG topics, such as “inclusive
society” and “early childhood development”, were discussed in academic studies by following a
convergent approach. The convergence of terms was observed in the citation network. A series of
new topics, e.g., nanocellulose and global health, have become more attractive for scientists who
are planning new research topics. These topics indicate great implications which gradually attract
widespread academic interest. The results indicate valuable predictions and indirect experience for
government officials. Moreover, private companies and academic researchers were also empowered to
understand the research progress devoted to SDGs. Currently, most of the academic papers containing
the terms of “sustainability” or “sustainable” were not included, which also contribute to sustainability
research. A model considering the major differences in word usage between the SDGs and academic
publications should be further developed to enable more accurate analysis. Additionally, the model
update is also important, as the model may become out-of-date in merely a few years.
3.2. Biomaas Energy Application
Due to the serious impact of fossil fuel on the environment and human health, the shift from
conventional energy to renewable energy strategies is experiencing unprecedented development.
The substitution of fossil fuel-based materials by biomaterial-based products is an inevitable trend.
Therefore, it is still imperative to explore much rawer biomaterials and novel environmentally friendly
resources, aiming to reduce the pressure of currently available renewable energy supply.
Anaerobic digestion (AD) is one of the most attractive processes in the field of energy recovery
by biomass. AD is a very mature technology and it is currently used in a huge number of energy
plants. In addition, significant research effort has also been performed in order to develop novel and
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more efficient systems. In this framework, Alrefiai R. et al. [154] introduced the response surface
methodology (RSM), which is a popular design of experiment techniques to study the impacts of the
starch on biogas productions from the anaerobic digestion (AD) of potato peels. The progresses before
and after starch separation were investigated and compared. A specific amount of the potato cultivar
named “Golden Wonder” was focused on due to its high contents of starch. Then, the Hollander beater
was implemented for both the potato peels pre-treatment and starch isolation. The study is based on
experiments which were carried out in a lab-scale batch system. Figure 4 illustrates the apparatuses
and equipment that were utilized in the preparation of the samples for the AD process.
Figure 4. Apparatuses and equipment used in the preparation of the samples. Reproduced from [154],
Energies: 2020.
Variables including the amount of isolated starch, particle size, volatile fatty acid (VFA) and the
pH were all considered during the experimental test. The results show that the highest energy increase
for potato peels reaches 62.9% with the temperature of 35 ◦C, organic concentration by 1.62 g-VS/0.2 L
and sludge concentration by 50%. The corresponding CH4 yields a maximum value of 72.4%. It was
found that the biogas volume production with the unit of g-VS/0.2 L was proportional to the sludge
concentration. However, it was inversely proportional with the organic concentration, which shows the
most negative effect on the improvement of biogas volume per g-VS/0.2 L. Meanwhile, the generation
efficiency of CH4 was significantly influenced by the sludge and organic concentrations. The interaction
between them also showed an insignificant effect. The increasing rate of CH4 might be pronouncedly
reduced when increasing the sludge concentration and decreasing the organic concentration. In addition,
the interaction between the organic concentration and the sludge concentration shows an insignificant
effect when the organic concentration reached the highest level. However, its role might become
greater as the organic concentration decreases. As the result, it was revealed that the starch always
possesses a slight impact on the quantity of biogas product and an even much lower impact on its quality.
For further mitigating the environmental impact and economical obstacles of AD and constructing a
more commercially attractive technology, the authors suggested further investigating the comprehensive
utilization of other starch-based products for producing biogas and bio-slurry simultaneously.
Cassava is a food largely available in several countries. It is rich in starch and several bio-products
can be obtained by this starch, which can be profitably used for energy purposes. Cassava peel has a
much greater weight proportion (about 20–25% in one cassava), which is much higher than that in
potato peel (about 12.5% in one potato). Alrefai A. et al. [155] investigated the biogas generation by
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starch isolated from cassava peel via the AD process. The quantity and quality of biogas production
were both considered. The study was focused on cassava coming from Costa Rica. The analyzed
cassava was manually peeled and cut into small parts in order to promote the treatment process.
Pre-treatment by a beating process was performed. This substrate was collected from a treatment
plant in Kildare, Ireland, which was subsequently mixed with the sludge. The effects of substrate
temperature, volatile solid quantity and sludge quantity were analyzed, and three criteria were used
in terms of produced biogas quantity and quality, sales of AD plants from dealers and target of the
sludge quantity. As aforementioned, the rare influence of the starch on the biogas quality was found,
indicating a negligible effect. The results show that the highest biogas volume might reach 4.2 g-VS
at the temperature of 37 ◦C and sludge quantity by 50%. The maximum CH4 might reach 850 cc
per g-VS biogas volume. Accordingly, the highest percentage of the biogas was 1442.5 cc per g-VS.
On the contrary, the lowest amount of biogas produced was 831 cc per g-VS when the system was
operating at the lowest temperature with the lowest volatile solid value at fixed sludge quantity by
37.5%. In this case, the CH4 concentration was rapidly reduced. The lowest volume of the biogas
with 479.7 cc per g-VS was achieved at the conditions of 34 ◦C, 2.65 g-VS biogas volume and sludge
quantity by 25%. Meanwhile, a stable and cheap feedstock of cassava peels would give a higher biogas
production, indicating that shorter payback periods are needed for the involved investment of AD
facilities. In this regard, authors recommended that the lab-scale is capable of being performed in
large-scale and practical production in reality. It was also concluded that starch has a low impact on
the biogas production. Future studies should focus on other factors such as the organic loading rate
and retention time. It was also suggested to investigate starch from other food wastes and compare
results to the progress without extracting starch reported in other related literature. In summary, the
accumulation and combination of the digestate and AD processes as well as the economic analysis of
maintaining the digestate condition still remain challenging. Hence, the sustainability of AD should be
further enhanced to reduce the dependence on fossil fuel and there is still room for improvement.
3.3. Buiding Energy Saving
In Europe, buildings have accounted for over 40% of the total energy consumption. Increasing the
energy efficiency of buildings by improving the performance of heating and cooling facilities becomes
more and more essential. The implementation of a ground source heat pump and district heating
system has proven capable of reducing energy consumption in buildings. Encouraging building
owners to perform refurbishments in order to improve building envelope thermal performance also
has benefits for energy-saving purposes. Roselli et al. [156] investigated the air-conditioning (AC)
system of an office building. The AC system was served by a ground source heat pump in coupling
with mini wind turbines (Figure 5).
The exceeding renewable electricity is supplied to the users for the appliances included in the
building. Different plant configurations are considered. The dynamic method was developed to
simulate the energy, environmental and economic potentials of the plant with renewable energy
systems. The wind turbine technology, plant location and battery storage capacity were considered.
Two kinds of wind turbines (5–5.5 kW) with horizontal and vertical orientations were introduced.
Then, the influence of battery storage systems ranging from 3.2 to 9.6 kWh was analyzed. Finally,
the office buildings located in Naples and Cagliari were respectively analyzed. The proposed systems
were dynamically simulated in a TRNSYS (17, University of Wisconsin-Madison: Madison, WI, USA)
environment. Suitable dynamic simulation models were used for all the components included in the
investigated layouts. In addition, a specific model was developed for the calculation of primary energy
savings and the electricity exchange with the grid. The results show that the initial energy savings with
respect to the final energy demand of users including pure electric load, space heating and cooling
reached 1.24 in Cagliari and 0.56 in Naples. The environmental impact index of the proposed system
suggested a pronounced reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, which can be expressed as kilogram
CO2 per kWh of the final energy demand. For Cagliari, the index ranged between 0.151 and 0.288,
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and this was between 0.068 to 0.151 for Naples. Meanwhile, the percentage of renewable electricity
might rise when decreasing the wind turbine nominal capacity and increasing the battery storage size.
For the case with one vertically oriented wind turbine and the battery storage capacity of 9.6 kWh,
the percentage of renewable electricity might reach the highest value of 83.1%. On the contrary,
the storage system always showed restriction on the interaction with the power grid. The exported
electricity might be lowered from 50% to about 27% and from 63% to 50% in Naples and Cagliari,
respectively. Eventually, the fractions of renewable energy were maximized to 25% and 48% for Naples
and Cagliari. Based on the economic analysis, a significant reduction in operating costs can be obtained
due to the renewable system of wind energy despite the high initial cost of wind turbines, ground
source heat pumps, borehole heat exchangers and electricity storage systems.
Figure 5. Proposed and conventional systems in heating and cooling configurations. Reproduced
from [156], Energies, 2020.
As mentioned before, one of the technologies allowing one to significantly reduce a building’s
primary energy demand is the ground source heat pump. This technology provides both heating and
cooling energy with a coefficient of performance much higher than those of conventional air-to-water
heat pumps. This improvement is achieved by increasing the evaporation temperature or by reducing
the condensation temperature, in winter and in summer, respectively. Therefore, it is crucial to perform
an optimal design of the heat exchange between the fluid and the ground. This topic was analyzed
by Vella et al. [157], presenting a study for the performance improvement of a ground-source heat
pump. They focused on the effect of the distance between the two vertical U-tubes applied in a
counter-flow heat exchanger. Two different heat exchangers with the depth of 20 and 40 m were
individually modeled and numerically investigated. In particular, suitable CFD simulation models
were purposely developed in ANSYS FLUENT (16.2, Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, USA). The distance
between U-tubes ranged from 40 to 26 mm, and the temperature drop from tube inlet and its outlet
was predicted. Validation against similar experimental work was reported, which showed that the
U-shaped connector at the bottom of the U-tube has a slight influence on the temperature profile of the
working fluid. The results indicate that, for the cases with smaller distance, slight increment on the
distance might result in an improvement in heat transfer by 4–7%. Once the distance increased beyond
150 mm, minor improvement could be found. On the other hand, improvements might reach as high
as 55% when focusing on the results of cases across the specific depth. It can be concluded that the
temperature drop from the inlet to outlet becomes more dependent on the pipe length rather than the
distance for a ground source heat pump system with shallow U-tubes.
Building owners make large investments in novel sustainable energy supply technologies during
the transition to renewable energy systems. In order to achieve an optimal economic-transition
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strategy, these investments in new facilities should be coordinated with the investments in energy
and cost savings. With the development of the 4th generation of district heating systems, Djørup et
al. [158] focused on smart energy systems where primary energy is supplied from sustainable energy
sources with district heating sources. The analytical model was constructed from the perspective
of local strategic heating policies, in which a novel assessment methodology should be introduced
considering the influence of capital markets. Considering the current district heating tariffs, the authors
examined the dataset of single-family houses which were constructed between 1961–1972 in Aalborg.
The studied case indicated that the currently applied tariff structure provided insufficient financial
incentive to building owners, making the investment not cost-effective. In addition, it was clarified
that the fluctuations in the capital markets become a potential barrier when an economic system has
been optimized and planned. On the other hand, it was predicted that the financial incentive for heat
saving can be pronouncedly improved by implementing a fully variable heat tariff scheme. Meanwhile,
the system development was very sensitive to fluctuations and shortages in the capital market. It was
suggested that strategic policies in local district heating supplies and municipalities can be inspired.
Then, there are potential long-term benefits for building owners with a 100 percent variable tariff.
Accordingly, a lower distributed temperature in district heating systems as well as a greater
amount of heat saving can be achieved. In the meantime, the influence of investment decisions
should be further examined by other cases and building types. Moreover, the model would be further
improved after introducing the supply–demand imbalance and the marginal supply costs.
For minimizing the investments of sustainable energy, the selection of cost-effective facilities
and the building envelope also play an important role for a sustainable building design. In terms of
making effective and correct decisions, investigations on constructing and running costs throughout the
lifespan of buildings become imperative. Pucko et al. [159] presented a new approach to estimate the
comprehensive economic analysis building envelope components with automated or semi-automated
methods. The building information modelling (BIM) method was introduced, providing a simple
overview of all initial and operating costs in the lifecycle of buildings. A new preschool building in
Maribor was tested and the external walls, roof systems and thermal isolation features were considered.
As a result, the design with the lowest cumulative life-cycle costs as well as the design with the best
cost efficiency were figured out. In this way, investors were easily to make the right decision without
computing various variants. It provided a fast and efficient way while regarding the energy- and
cost-effective variant as the target. In addition, the present methodology was applicable to other
building envelope components for new or existing buildings with similar economic environments.
The authors also demonstrated that, in order to accurately optimize the information transmission
process and automation aggregation method, other variables which have a correspondingly lower
impact on the efficiency of variant solutions should be further involved.
3.4. Power Plant and Electric Systems
The integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) is a widely used power production system for
solid fuels, having the advantages of high efficiency and good environmental protection performance.
Meanwhile, chemical looping combustion (CLC) is an effective route for emission reduction with the
association of CO2 capture strategy, thereby the conversion efficiency will be correspondingly improved.
Pozo et al. [160] investigated two IGCC power plants with the concept of CO2 capture and storage
(CCS) coupled with gas switching combustion (GSC) looping and gas switching oxygen production
(GSOP) technology. As for the gas switching reactor, a suitable transient model was developed in
MATLAB, approaching a zero-dimensional prediction. Here, the system is simulated as a continuous
stirred tank reactor. The power plant is modelled in Unisim Design R451. In addition, an exergy
analysis methodology was applied to benchmark against one IGCC without CO2 capture and one
pre-combustion CO2 capture IGCC plant. The exergy model is based on conventional exergy balances.
The authors noted that the GSC IGCC plant displays a similar emission quality and efficiency, and the
GSOP–GSC plant shows a slight thermal efficiency increase by approximately 1% in comparison to that
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in previous literatures. However, the capture ratio would be reduced by about 10% because of stream
mixing into clusters at the outlet. Then, the authors developed a detailed energy-analysis diagram
for almost all power plant configurations with the assistance of a modeling auxiliary tool, which is
capable of determining the process streams of physical and chemical energy. The efficiency gains
from the GSC IGCC plant related to the pre-combustion CO2 capture were achieved due to the lower
syngas cooling, inherent carbon capture and hot gas clean-up strategies. When the GSOP technology is
introduced, lower energy penalty could be achieved through the exergy analysis. By removing the
air separation units and lowering the operating temperature in the Winkler gasifier, a substantially
lower exergy destruction was obtained in the gasification island. Based on the obtained results, it is
suggested that optimizations of the components where a large exergy destruction occurs might have
the most improvement potential. Moreover, a parallel economic assessment should be further studied
to examine the holistic benefits of potential exergy gains.
In the field of space research, the fuel conversion efficiency has become a significant limiting factor
in the field of space exploration due to the higher price of rocket flights. Space exploration also has
a significant environmental impact, due to the huge amount of gases released during the launch of
rockets. Many different approaches to energy savings for the rocket flights have been tested, including
the designs of different types of propellants, engine systems and their control, material issues in the
combustion chamber and nozzle designs. SpaceX, founded by Elon Musk, introduced an innovative
cost-saving concept. This company successfully returned a rocket to Earth after launching it into low
Earth orbit. They also focused on the fuel consumption, in order to minimize the environmental impact
when launching the rocket through the atmosphere. In this framework, Jozic et al. [161] evaluated
several strategies which were applicable to reduce the fuel consumption during the flight of a Falcon
Heavy rocket. The Falcon Heavy is a rocket developed by Space X. It is about 70 meters tall and it
weighs about 1420 tons. The fuel utilized in the Falcon Heavy rocket was a kerosene (RP-1) and liquid
oxygen (LOX). They aimed at reducing the cost of rocket flights in order to promote the expansion of
this sector, also reducing its environmental impact. The main goal is the optimization of the flight
trajectory. A real flight was simulated by using a suitable computational model, purposely developed
by the authors. The model evaluated the time dependence of the mass flowrate and the related
energy consumption. It was indicated that reducing the amount of fuel in the side thrusters is the best
fuel-saving strategy, thereby the rocket could dump them after their running out of fuel as soon as
possible. The dependence of the final energy on the fuel saving amount was predicted by numerical
simulations with the reduction in fuel amount. The reduction in the initial fuel mass can be treated as
the fuel savings by matching the final total energy of the empty rocket in the numerically modelled
flight and that in the real flight. Theoretically, in their computational model, the fuel-saving in rocket
could reach 35.5 tons, which occupies 2.7% of the total initial fuel in the real flight. Hence, the studied
strategy has significant potential to reduce the environmental impact of burning fossil fuels as well
as the cost during rocket launches, which is also applicable for Mars exploration in the near future.
The conversion efficiency of fuels in rocket flights would be further improved.
The improvement in thermal efficiency of conventional power systems is an effective way to
achieve the reduction in fuel consumption as well as carbon emissions. Jamaluddin et al. [162] applied
Pinch Analysis to an extended Trigeneration System Cascade Analysis (TriGenSCA). This technique was
employed to optimize the geometrical size of power, heating and cooling components in a trigeneration
system under dynamic operating conditions. Their methodology includes the pinch analysis, which
is a well-known technique, widely used for the optimization of networks of heat exchangers. They
coupled the pinch analysis with the Total Site Power, Heating and Cooling methodology. This technique
focuses on the integration of all the heating, cooling and power components available at the site.
A total of seven steps were involved, including data extraction, time slice identification, Problem Table
Algorithm, Multiple Utility Problem Table Algorithm, Total Site Problem Table Algorithm, TriGenSCA,
and Trigeneration Storage Cascade Table (TriGenSCT). The methodology considers the energy losses
during energy conversion, electricity charging/discharging in power plant and the thermal energy
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storages. It also considers the energy requirement for the startup and continuous operation of the
system. Meanwhile, the start-up and continuous operations in the total site system can be determined
with the development of TriGenSCT. Then, the maximum geometrical size of power and thermal
energy storages as well as the external energy demand for the system operation will be obtained.
One case study was enumerated. The minimum total energy requirement of 57.42 GWh/d should be
produced by pressurized water reactor (PWR, Figure 6) systems for meeting the demands in deficit
energy district.
Figure 6. A graphic representation of the design of the pressurized water reactor nuclear power
plant (PWR NPP) as a trigeneration system supplied energy to a Total Site. Reproduced from [162],
Energies, 2020.
The energy demand was less than 0.3% in comparison with the trigeneration PWR without
integrated optimization. Moreover, the corresponding annual cost and energy loss after introducing
trigeneration PWR with integration could be reduced by 0.2% and 1.43%, respectively. Currently,
the study only regarded the PWR NPP as a nonintermittent centralized trigeneration system considering
the demand variations. Future studies are needed to focus on the supply energy variation and the
supply–demand integration in nuclear-hybrid renewable energy systems. The authors also concluded
that their methodology could be used for the evaluation to optimally size the utilities in trigeneration
system and evaluating the minimum energy in the total site.
Due to the strong fluctuation characteristics of sustainable energy, e.g., wind and solar power
sources, energy should have adjustable features in space and time. For large networks, renewable
power sources are developed with a high investment requirement, not only for power generation
facilities, but also for their transmission and storage systems. The flow allocation (FA) method is
capable of calculating the usage of the transmission grid and allocates the corresponding costs to each
single market participant. Hofmann et al. [163] presented an extended mathematical model based on
the power transfer distribution factor (PTDF). The model incorporated the prior and current operational
states of controllable elements into high-voltage direct current power lines with the combination of
Marginal Participation (MP) and Equivalent Bilateral Exchange (EBE) methodologies. Then, MP and
EBEs algorithms were used in the extended method to analyze the low-carbon European Network of
Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E), which includes five synchronous zones with
different sizes. The electricity power was distributed via each synchronous zone through AC lines,
and then, all power loads within the subnetwork would be balanced within a nominal operational
state. The result indicates that the total transmission capacity volume could be expanded by 18%
compared to that of today’s operating condition when a spatial resolution of 181 nodes was applied.
The allocating situations by MP and EBE methodologies also showed that countries with high wind
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potentials have the greatest benefit from the expansion of grid transmission. Based on the obtained
results of transmission system expansion, the authors also proposed a method for appropriately
distributing the operational and capital expenditures. As a result, injections from renewable resources
would be clarified, suggesting strong driving force for the country-to-country energy allocations
as well as the cross-border electricity swaps. For establishing a future scenario for the European
power system, an optimized FA method should be developed to confirm the cross-border transactions.
The transmission grid usage and the usage of transmission expansion of each country has to be
quantitatively specified. Additionally, a possible distribution scheme is expected to be developed for
evaluating the capital expenditures on transmission projects.
4. Conclusions
This Special Issue of Energies, dedicated to the 14th Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and
Environment Systems Conference, held in 2019 in Dubrovnik, Croatia, provides an insight into topics
related to sustainable development. A total of 511 oral presentations and 100 poster presentations
were included at the conference. In addition, 17 special sessions, one special and one clustering event
were held with some of the most distinguished experts in the relevant fields. The Guest Editors of this
Special Issue believe that the selected papers presented recent advances in five main fields (energy
marketing policy, electric system optimization, improvement of fuel conversion efficiency, biomass
energy application and building energy conservation) will be extremely interesting for the readers of
Energies.
The papers presented in this Special Issue clearly showed that the topic of energy policy is crucial
in order to achieve the goals of a sustainable development and decarbonization established by many
countries. In this framework, the use of suitable energy planning strategies, aiming at determining
the optimal configurations of the novel energy strategies and the optimal mix of technologies to be
used for future energy scenarios. In this context, biomass is one of the most attractive renewable
energy sources, due to the large availability of this resource all over the world and due to the plurality
of technologies presently available to convert biomass in energy or byproducts, such as anaerobic
digestion, gasification, energy crops and many others. Another important key point to be addressed
in order to achieve the goals of sustainable energy development is represented by the optimization
of fossil fuel-based power plants. In fact, the transition to a fully renewable energy system will pass
through the improvement of the efficiency of power plants, reducing the consumption of fossil fuels
and also reducing greenhouse emissions. In this field, the integrated gasification combined cycle is
probably the most attractive technology for its capability to use low-quality solid fuels, at extra-low
greenhouse gases emissions. In addition, a sustainable development of nuclear power plant is also
expected to enhance the environmental impact of electricity production, due to the null greenhouse
gas emissions of nuclear power plants. Finally, the papers included in this Special Issue also pointed
out that the reduction in building energy consumption is also crucial in order to reduce fossil fuel
consumption and greenhouse gases emissions. In fact, in Europe, buildings account for over 40% of
the total energy consumption. The goal of reducing building energy consumption may be primarily
achieved by using novel and efficient HVAC systems, such as ground-source heat pumps, and/or
integrating renewable technologies (mainly solar PV panels [164], solar thermal collectors [165] or PV
thermal collectors [166]) in the building energy system.
Future SDEWES Conferences will further focus on the fields of sustainable development of energy,
transport, water, food and environment systems, their integration, their technical, environmental,
economic and social perspectives, etc. Meanwhile, the SDEWES Conferences will keep the pace with the
developments in the field and provide an excellent platform for scientists and researchers. Additionally,
the SDEWES committee will meet the challenge of the epidemic situation, disseminate new knowledge
for shaping future and contribute to the sustainable development of the world. Information on the
upcoming events and other related activities can be found on the website of the International Centre
for Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems (SDEWES Centre).
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